Embedded Exchange Search Box

- CVC offers an embeddable search form that allows colleges to include the Exchange search box on local websites. This is a powerful way to make the benefits of the Exchange more accessible by integrating them into your marketing campaigns or enrollment funnel:

```
<iframe src="https://search.cvc.edu/embedded_search"></iframe>
```

- You may want to control the size, position, or style of the iFrame to integrate as effectively as possible with your website. Note that:
  - The search form, within the iFrame, will open the results page in a new tab or window depending on the user’s configuration.
  - The content of the iFrame is responsive. It will display "desktop style" at or above 992 px of width and "mobile style" below 992px of width.
  - The dropdowns within the iFrame form require more vertical space than the search bar itself. When rendered 992px or wider, please leave at least 390px of total height for the search form.

- If you would like a custom iFrame which defaults to your college in the Home College dropdown menu, please email support@cvc.edu.